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Cytokine expression by invariant natural killer
Tcells is tightly regulated throughout development
and settings of type-2 inflammation
TF O’Brien1, K Bao1, M Dell’Aringa1, WXG Ang2, S Abraham2 and RL Reinhardt1

Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells produce cytokines interleukin-4 (IL-4) and IL-13 during type-2 inflammatory

responses. However, the nature in which iNKTcells acquire type-2 cytokine competency and the precise contribution of

iNKT cell–derived IL-4 and IL-13 in vivo remains unclear. Using IL-13-reporter mice to fate-map cytokine–expressing

cells in vivo, this study reveals that thymic iNKTcells express IL-13 early during development, and this IL-13-expressing

intermediate gives rise to mature iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17 subsets. IL-4 and IL-13 reporter mice also reveal that

effector iNKT2 cells produce IL-4 but little IL-13 in settings of type-2 inflammation. The preferential production of IL-4

over IL-13 in iNKT2 cells results in part from their reduced GATA-3 expression. In summary, this work helps integrate

current models of iNKT cell development, and further establishes non-coordinate production of IL-4 and IL-13 as the

predominant pattern of type-2 cytokine expression among innate cells in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Pathology associated with allergic disease is a result of type-2
inflammation and represents a significant global health
burden.1 Both allergic disease and helminth infections are
associated with IgE production, innate cell recruitment to sites
of inflammation, smooth muscle contractility, and mucus
production.2 These hallmarks of type-2 inflammation are
tightly associated with the expression of two key cytokines,
interleukin-4 (IL-4) and IL-13 both of which serve distinct roles
in vivo during type-2 immune responses.3,4 IL-4 is required for
IgE production, whereas IL-13 is sufficient to drive peripheral
aspects of type-2 inflammatory responses. Importantly, IL-13 is
considered the dominant cytokine involved in airway restric-
tion during asthma and worm clearance during anti-helminth
immunity.5–7

Although canonical T-helper type-2 (Th2) cells are known to
be important producers of IL-4 and IL-13, many innate
immune cells also produce these cytokines during type-2
inflammation. The precise contribution of IL-4 and IL-13 by
various innate cells in settings of type-2 inflammation remains
an important question in the field. Invariant natural killer T
(iNKT) cells are one innate cell subset described to be important

in settings of allergic inflammation. iNKT cells reside in various
organs including lymph nodes, spleen, liver, bone marrow, and
these cells appear to play particularly important roles in
mucosal tissues such as the lung and intestine.8,9 In the context
of type-2 inflammation, iNKT cell–derived IL-4 and IL-13 have
been shown to promote the development of airway inflamma-
tion, while interferon (IFN)-gamma is an important negative
modulator.10–13

Invariant NKT cells have been described to coordinately
produce IL-4 and IL-13 during type-2 inflammation.11,14

However, the precise contribution of iNKT cells and iNKT
cell–derived cytokines in allergic lung inflammation remains an
area of debate.15–17 Because of difficulties associated with
detecting IL-4 and IL-13 in vivo, most studies to date have relied
on ex vivo restimulation to assess iNKT cell cytokine potential.
As such, differences between the true nature of in vivo cytokine
production compared to what can be achieved after ex vivo
restimulation may contribute to the disparities associated with
these findings.

iNKT cells produce the cytokines IFN-gamma, IL-4, IL-13,
and IL-17 in effector tissues suggesting that iNKT cells are able
to serve various functions during an immune response.18–23
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iNKT cells acquire IL-4, IL-17, and IFN-gamma competency
during development in the thymus, and ultimately mature into
three distinct subsets based on transcription factor and cytokine
expression.24 The subsets iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17 produce
IFN-gamma, IL-4, and IL-17, respectively, in a manner similar
to conventional Th1, Th2, and Th17 CD4þ T-helper subsets.
Like T-helper cell subsets, lineage-determining transcription
factors determine the fate and commitment of iNKT cells to one
of these three subsets. In the case of iNKT2 cells, GATA-3
(the Th2 lineage–determining factor) and lymphoid enhancer
factor 1 are required to achieve full iNKT2 cell fate and to
produce IL-4 and IL-13.24,25

Currently, there are two models for iNKT lineage differen-
tiation referred to as the linear differentiation model and the
lineage diversification model. The linear differentiation model
suggests that iNKT cells develop along three stages in the
thymus, and iNKT cells first acquire transcriptional
competency for IL-4, before acquiring the capacity to express
IFN-gamma (and in some cases IL-17) as they undergo further
maturation.18,26–28 More recently the lineage diversification
model emerged to suggest that iNKT cells producing IL-4 are
distinct from those producing IFN-gamma and IL-17. This
model is based on data showing that thymic iNKT cells are
programmed and committed during development to express
specific lineage-determining factors, and these transcription
factors restrict plasticity and promote terminal fate commit-
ment.24 In this lineage diversification model, mature iNKT cells
expressing IFN-gamma, IL-4, and IL-17 arise as distinct
lineages (iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17, respectively). In this
model, iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17 subsets likely do not share
a common cytokine-expressing developmental intermediate as
proposed in the classical linear model of iNKT cell differentia-
tion. Although IL-4 expression during iNKT cell development
in the thymus has been studied extensively in the context of
these two models, IL-13 transcriptional competency has yet to
be fully characterized.18,21,23,29

We used mice to lineage-trace IL-13-expressing cells and our
results showed that virtually all iNKT cells found in the thymus
exhibit prior IL-13 expression, a phenotype that is highly
correlated with IL-4 competency. Previous IL-13 expression

was evident not just in iNKT2 cells, but also committed in
iNKT1 and iNKT17 subsets. These findings are consistent with
a model in which mature iNKT subsets arise from a common
precursor that is competent to produce both IL-4 and IL-13.
In addition, models of helminth- and allergen-driven type-2
inflammation showed that lung-resident iNKT2 cells exhibited
a significant preference for IL-4 production over IL-13. The
differential production of IL-4 and IL-13 is likely a consequence
of intermediate GATA-3 protein expression. In peripheral
tissues, IL-13-producing immune cells exhibited high levels of
GATA-3 expression, whereas cells with low or intermediate
levels of GATA-3 preferentially produced IL-4. Thus, it is
possible that GATA-3 functions as a biological rheostat for IL-4
and IL-13 production in vivo. This parallels findings observed
among IL-4-restricted follicular T-helper cells and IL-4- and
IL-13-producing, canonical Th2 cells.4 In summary, IL-4 and
IL-13 expression is tightly regulated in iNKT cells during
development and at peripheral sites of type-2 inflammation.

RESULTS

Thymic iNKT cells express IL-13

Although IL-4 expression during iNKT cell development has
been well studied, less is known with regard to IL-13 expression.
In order to assess IL-13 expression directly in vivo, we analyzed
IL-13 production in thymic iNKT cells using IL13YetCre13

RosaYFP lineage-tracing reporter mice. IL13YetCre13RosaYFP

mice generate a bicistronic transcript allowing endogenous
IL-13 to be produced in conjunction with an enhanced yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP)-cre recombinase fusion protein. The
expression of YFP-cre fusion protein excises a transcriptional
stop element in the targeted rosa26 locus inducing constitutive
YFP expression.4,30 In brief, IL13YetCre13RosaYFP mice
permanently label all cells that produced IL-13 mRNA with
YFP for the lifespan of the cell.

Approximately 95% of CD44high, thymic iNKT cells found
in naive mice exhibited evidence of current or prior IL-13
expression (Figure 1a,b). Both CD4þ and CD4� iNKT cells
expressed YFP equally (Figure 1a,b; Supplementary Figure 1
online). We observed the same findings among iNKT cells
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Figure 1 Invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells are programmed for interleukin-4 (IL-4) and IL-13 competency during development. (a) Representative
flow cytometry plots for yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) expression in thymic CD4þ invariant NKT (iNKT) and CD4� iNKT cells harvested from naive
IL13YetCre13/þRosaYFP/þ mice. (b) Percentage of YFP expression among naive thymic iNKT cells (TCRbþPBS57þ ), CD4þ (CD4þPBS57� ), CD8þ

(CD8þPBS57� ), double-positive (CD4þCD8þPBS57� ), and double-negative (CD4�CD8�PBS57� ) conventional T cells from IL13YetCre13/

þRosaYFP mice. (c) Percentage of YFPþ CD4þ TCRbþ T cells (open circles) and iNKT cells (closed circles) in indicated organs of naive mice. Data are
representative of two independent experiments with two to five mice per group.
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isolated from the thymus of mice exposed to Nippostrongylus
brasiliensis, a helminth that induces a robust type-2
inflammatory response (Supplementary Figure 1 & 2). Of
note, the near ubiquitous expression of IL-13 observed among
thymic iNKT cells was unique to this T-cell subset as
conventional T cells in the thymus remained largely
negative for YFP expression throughout development
(Figure 1b; Supplementary Figure 1 & 2d). These findings
also held true in the periphery as virtually all iNKT cells
analyzed from the spleen, lung, and liver of naive mice showed
evidence of prior IL-13 expression (Figure 1c), while only 1–2%
of CD4þ T cells showed evidence of current or prior IL-13
expression in these same tissues.

In an effort to compare how these results relate to IL-4
expression, we turned to IL44get reporter mice, where cells
actively generating IL-4 mRNA are marked by green
fluorescent protein (GFP) expression.31 We observed that
the proportion of iNKT cells that expressed GFP was reduced
compared to the proportion of iNKT cells fate-mapped for
IL-13 (Supplementary Figure 2). This difference indicates
either that IL-13 and IL-4 are not coordinately expressed during
iNKT cell development or that a subset(s) of thymic iNKT cells
loses the ability to constitutively express type-2 cytokines. The
latter would be expected in the case of iNKT1 and iNKT17 cell
generation.24

iNKT cell subsets share a common IL-13-expressing
intermediate

The observed difference between IL-4 and IL-13 reporter
expression among thymic iNKT cells led us to further
characterize IL-13-fate-mapped iNKT cells. As iNKT2 cells
make up 20% of the total thymic iNKT cells in 6- to 8-week-old
C57BL6 mice, the data were most consistent with iNKT cells
passing through an early, IL-13-expressing intermediate prior
to their eventual commitment to iNKT1, iNKT2, or iNKT17
cell fates.24 Expression of IL-13 within an uncommitted iNKT
cell intermediate is consistent with prior studies showing that
iNKT cells express IL-4 early during development.18,27,29 By
using the classical linear differentiation model where iNKT
cells develop from CD44low, NK1.1� (stage 1) to CD44high,
NK1.1� (stage 2), to CD44high, NK1.1þ (stage 3), prior
publications have placed initial IL-4 expression between stages
1 and 2.29 To test if IL-13 expression occurs at a similar
developmental point, YFP expression was assessed at different
developmental stages in thymic CD1d–positive iNKT cells
isolated from naive IL13YetCre13RosaYFP mice (Figure 2a,b).
Similar to previous findings for IL-4, IL-13 is initially expressed
late in stage 1 and early in stage 2 (Figure 2b,c). Again, IL-13
expression in thymic iNKT cells did not show a bias toward
CD4 expression as both CD4þ and CD4� populations are fate-
mapped equivalently in stages 2 and 3 (Figure 2c). Expression
of IL-13 in CD4þ and CD4� thymic iNKT subsets is consistent
with previous reports.21

The above findings suggest that iNKT cells pass through a
common developmental stage in which IL-13 is expressed
prior to final commitment of iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17 cells.

To further test if iNKT1, iNKT2, and iNKT17 cells pass through
an IL-13 intermediate, we sorted YFPþ (IL-13 fate-mapped)
iNKT cells from the thymus of IL13YetCre13RosaYFP mice and
stained for lineage-determining factors that distinguish iNKT1,
iNKT2, and iNKT17 cells. Using total iNKT cells from
IL13Yetcre13 mice as a control, we were able to distinguish
iNKT1 (PLZFlow, T-bethigh) and iNKT2/iNKT17 (PLZFhigh/Int,
GATA-3high) subsets as previously described (Figure 2d).24,25

IL-13 fate-mapped iNKT cells showed the same pattern of
staining as total iNKT cells indicating that iNKT1, iNKT2, and
iNKT17 cells express IL-13 at some point upstream of their final
fate commitment. When and how iNKT1 and iNKT17 cells
turn off IL-13 expression remains an intriguing question for
future study.

iNKT cells represent a small fraction of the total
IL-4-competent cells during helminth exposure

To better understand the contribution of iNKT cells in type-2
inflammation, we sought to obtain a comprehensive view of the
cell types capable of producing IL-4 and IL-13 to assess the
overall impact of cytokine production by iNKT cells. To induce
type-2 inflammation, we exposed IL44get/4get mice to
N. brasiliensis and accounted for all IL-4-competent cells
found in the lung during the course of infection. Although a
small number of GFP-expressing cells were found in the lung of
uninfected mice, the percentage of GFP-expressing cells increased
significantly over the course of infection (Figure 3a). Sixty
percent of live cells in the lung were competent for IL-4
expression within 8 days of helminth exposure. This
represented a 122-fold increase in the total number of IL-4-
competent cells over that found in uninfected mice (Figure 3b).
We identified GFPþ cells as CD4þ T cells (T cell receptor-b-
positive), iNKT cells, small non-B non-T (NBNT) cells,
basophils, and eosinophils (Figure 3c). CD4þ T cells,
basophils, and eosinophils represented the majority of IL-4-
competent cells at all time points tested (Figure 3d).

GFPþ , CD1d-restricted iNKT cells and NBNT cells also
increased throughout infection, but these cells remained a
minor fraction of the total IL-4-competent population in the
lung (Figure 3d). Among iNKT cells in the lung during
the course of infection, IL-4 competency is enriched among
CD4þ iNKT cells consistent with prior findings that identified
CD4 as a marker for iNKT2 cells and a subset of NKT1 cells
(Figure 3e,f).14,24,25 In summary, these results show that while
iNKT cells can be readily detected in the lung of both naive and
helminth infected mice, they represent a small fraction of the
total IL-4-competent pool in vivo.

iNKT cells are an early contributor of IL-4 but not IL-13
protein in settings of type-2 inflammation

The presence of IL-4 mRNA does not always correlate with
protein production in vivo.32 As such, we sought to quantify the
amount of cytokine protein produced by iNKT cells in an
inflamed lung. To do this, we used additional cytokine reporter
mouse lines to assess IL-4 and IL-13 protein production. IL4KN2

mice report IL-4 protein by placing a human CD2 marker into
the endogenous il4 locus (Figure 4a). Human CD2 labels cells
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that have recently produced IL-4 protein.32 Similarly,
IL13 Smart13 mice report IL-13 production by inserting a
human CD4 marker at the endogenous IL-13 locus (Figure 4a).
These mice faithfully report IL-13 protein production in vivo.4

IL4KN2 and IL13Smart13 reporter lines were crossed to IL44get

mice to restrict the analysis of IL-4 and IL-13 protein
production to cells competent for type-2 cytokine expression
after helminth exposure. These dual reporter mice allow the
direct assessment of IL-4 and IL-13 protein production in vivo
during helminth infection (Figure 4b).

Analysis of IL4KN2/4get mice 8 days after N. brasiliensis
exposure revealed that only 15–20% of GFPþ CD4þ T cells
produced IL-4 protein in the lung as indicated by human CD2
expression (Figure 4c). This was significantly higher than what
was observed on day 5 of infection where o5% of lung CD4þ

T cells showed evidence of IL-4 protein production
(Supplementary Figure 3C). Thus, although CD4þ

T cells are transcriptionally competent for IL-4 (GFPþ ),
protein production (human CD2) remained a small subset
within the GFPþ population in vivo. This restricted cytokine
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production was also observed in GFPþ iNKT cells and GFPþ

basophils (Figure 4c; Supplementary Figure 3C), in which
10–20% of cells expressing IL-4 mRNA (GFPþ ) showed
evidence of IL-4 protein production (human CD2) 5 and 8 days
after helminth exposure. Less than 2% of GFPþ eosinophils
and group 2 innate lymphoid (ILC2) cells produced IL-4
protein at these time points (Figure 4c; Supplementary
Figure 3C).

Interestingly, total cell counts revealed that CD4þ T cells,
eosinophils, and basophils were the major contributors
of IL-4 protein 5 and 8 days after helminth infection
(Figure 4d; Supplementary Figure 3D). In contrast,
although a high percentage of the iNKT cell population
produced IL-4, the small number of iNKT cells present
in the lung minimized their contribution to the total
IL-4-producing pool (Figure 4c,d; Supplementary
Figure 3C,D).

We next performed an analysis of IL-13 production in the
lung of helminth-exposed mice (Figure 4a,b). Assessment of
IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice showed that, similar to IL-4, IL-13
protein production was restricted among IL-4-competent
populations (Figure 4e). Approximately 15% of
IL-4-competent (GFPþ ), CD4þ T cells and nearly 40% of
GFPþ ILC2 cells produced IL-13 at the peak of the response to
N. brasiliensis (Figure 4e). Although the percentages were
overall lower, the same trend held true at day 5 of infection
(Supplementary Figure 3E). In contrast to what was observed
for IL-4 production, a very low percentage of iNKT cells and
basophils produced IL-13 protein (Figure 4e).

Similar to IL-4 production, total cell counts revealed that
CD4þ T cells were the predominant IL-13-producing popula-
tion in the infected lung at both day 5 and day 8 of the response
(Figure 4f; Supplementary Figure 3F). Despite the high
percentage of IL-4-competent ILC2 cells producing IL-13, these

Figure 3 Quantification of interleukin-4 (IL-4)-competent cells after infection with Nippostrongylus brasiliensis. (a) Flow cytometry analysis of
green fluorescent protein (GFP; IL-4) expression in the lung of IL44get/4get mice on days 0, 2, 5, and 8 post infection with N. brasiliensis. Gates in contour
plots and bar graph represent the percentage of GFPþ cells (mean±s.e.m.). (b) Enumeration of total GFP-positive cells in the lung of IL44get/4get mice on
days 0, 2, 5, and 8 post infection with N. brasiliensis. Summary of results (mean±s.e.m.) (c) Representative gating strategies for CD4þ T cells (blue),
natural killer T (NKT) cells (green), non-B non-T (NBNT, gray), basophils (red), and eosinophils (black), in the lung of IL44get/4get mice 8 days after infection
with N. brasiliensis. Gates represent the percentage of cells among the indicated population stated above the plot. (d) Enumeration of viable,
GFP-positive TCRbþCD4þ T cells (blue), NKT cells (green), NBNT (gray), basophils (red), and eosinophils (black) in the lung of IL44get/4get mice
on 0, 2, 5, and 8 days post infection (dpi) with N. brasiliensis (mean±s.e.m.). Data are representative of at least two independent experiments with
three to five mice per experimental group. (e) Flow cytometry plots of lung invariant NKT (iNKT) cells depicting CD4 and GFP (IL-4 mRNA) expression
in IL44get/4get mice at indicated time points post N. brasiliensis exposure. (f) Graph depicts the percentage of CD4þ (closed circles) and CD4� (open
circles) iNKT cells expressing GFP (IL-4) among total iNKT cells (mean±s.d.). Data are cumulative of two independent experiments.
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cells contribute a relatively small amount of IL-13 compared to
CD4þ T cells, and again, the small number of iNKT cells in the
inflamed lung minimized their overall contribution to the
IL-13-producing pool (Figure 4f; Supplementary Figure 3F).

Restricted IL-13 protein expression was recapitulated in a
second model of type-2 lung inflammation using a house
dust mite (HDM) Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus–induced

model of allergic airway inflammation (Figure 5a).33 In

Figure 4 Examination of the cellular sources of biologically active interleukin-4 (IL-4) and IL-13 during type-2 inflammation. (a) Description of IL44get,
IL4KN2, and IL13Smart13 mice. (b) Experimental design—Nippostrongylus brasiliensis infection and analysis of IL4KN2/4get or IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice.
(c) Percentage of huCD2þ staining within viable, green fluorescent protein (GFP)–positive CD4þ T cells, invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells,
group 2 innate lymphoid (ILC2), basophils, and eosinophils in the lung of IL4KN2/4get mice 8 days (closed bars) after infection with N. brasiliensis or left
uninfected (open bars; mean±s.d.). (d) Absolute number of viable huCD2þGFPþ cells in the lung of IL4KN2/4get mice 8 days after N. brasiliensis infection
(mean±s.e.m.). (e) Percentage of huCD4þ staining within viable, GFP-positive CD4þ T cells, NKT cells, ILC2, basophils, and eosinophils in the lung of
IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice 8 days (closed bars) after infection with N. brasiliensis or left uninfected (open bar; mean±s.d.). (f) Absolute number of viable
huCD4þGFPþ cells in the lung of IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice 8 days after N. brasiliensis infection (mean±s.e.m.). Data are representative of at
least two independent experiments with three to five mice per experimental group.

Figure 5 CD4þ T cells are the primary source of interleukin-13 (IL-13) during house dust mite (HDM)–induced allergic inflammation.
(a) Experimental design—HDM model of allergic inflammation. (b) Percentage of huCD4þ staining within viable green fluorescent protein (GFP)-
positive CD4þ T cells, invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells, group 2 innate lymphoid (ILC2), basophils, and eosinophils in the lung of IL44get/

þ IL13Smart13/þ mice after sensitization (intraperitoneal) and challenge (intranasal) with HDM. (c) Absolute number of viable huCD4þGFPþ cells in
the lung of IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice after sensitization and challenge with HDM (mean±s.e.m.). Data are representative of two independent
experiments with three to five mice per experimental group.
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this case, IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice were sensitized and
challenged with HDM, and IL-13 production was assessed in
the lung 2 days after the last challenge. Similar to what was
observed during N. brasillensis infection, CD4þ T cells
were the predominant producer of IL-13, while iNKT cells and
other innate cells contributed minimally to the total
IL-13-producing pool (Figure 5b,c). Unlike CD4þ T cells,
which showed a significant increase in IL-13 production after
challenge, iNKT cells showed no such increase
(Supplementary Figure 4C–F). These findings indicated
that while iNKT cells producing IL-4 and
IL-13 protein are detectable, they are the source of only a
small fraction of the total IL-4 and IL-13 in the lung. This
result is intriguing given that iNKT-derived IL-13 has been
suggested to play a substantial role in airway restriction after
allergen challenge in other models of allergic lung
inflammation.10,11 With regard to helminth infection and
the HDM model of type-2 inflammation used here, the data
suggest that IL-4-producing iNKT cells, rather than
IL-13-producing iNKT cells, play an important role early
during a typical type-2 response. However, the data also
suggest that these cells likely have a reduced impact once
type-2 inflammation is firmly established. The reporter
mice described herein should prove helpful in understanding
the differential requirement for iNKT cell–derived
cytokines in different model systems of allergic lung
inflammation.

Innate immune cells preferentially express either IL-4 or
IL-13 during type-2 inflammation

The differences observed in IL-4 and IL-13 production within
innate immune cells in response to N. brasiliensis suggested
that these cytokines are often differentially expressed in vivo.
To more thoroughly test this, IL4KN2/4get and IL44get/þ

IL13Smart13/þ mice were exposed to N. brasiliensis and IL-4
and IL-13-reporter expression was assessed on day 8 post
infection. Although CD4þ T cells in the lung produced IL-4

and IL-13 at nearly equivalent levels, innate immune cells
largely produced either IL-4 or IL-13 (Figure 6a,b).
Specifically, basophils, eosinophils, and iNKT cells showed
a strong preference for IL-4 production. In contrast, ILC2 cells
exhibited a strong preference for IL-13 production in our
analyses (Figure 6b). We also performed this analysis using
the IL4KN2/þ IL13Smart13/þ dual reporter system to allow
direct examination of IL-4 (huCD2) and IL-13 (huCD4)
protein expression within the same cell (Supplementary
Figure 5A,B). The results from these experiments mirrored
observations made at day 8 of helminth exposure
(Figure 6a,b).

To assess whether the preferential cytokine production
among innate immune cells also held true early in response to
N. brasiliensis, we assessed IL-4 and IL-13 production in
IL4KN2/4get and IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice 5 days after
helminth exposure. Although ILC2 cells and eosinophils
exhibited a less dramatic difference than that observed at
day 8, non-coordinate production of these type-2 cytokines was
still observed (Supplementary Figure 5C,D). Importantly, the
preference for IL-4 production over IL-13 by iNKT cells was
more pronounced early in the response again suggesting that
cytokines from iNKT cells may play a more important role in
the initial stages of type-2 inflammation. In summary, these
findings challenge the paradigm of coordinate expression of
type-2 cytokines as it pertains to innate cells during type-2
inflammation.

IL-13-producing innate cells require high GATA-3
expression

Previous studies suggested that GATA-3 expression is an
important factor for in vivo IL-13 production.4 Thus, with the
observation that iNKT cells induced during type-2 inflamma-
tion did not produce IL-13 in vivo, we hypothesized that
GATA-3 expression was likely low in NKT2 cells relative to
other IL-13-producing cells in the lung. To test this, mice were
exposed to N. brasiliensis and lung-resident immune cells were
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Figure 6 Innate immune cells display a preference for interleukin-4 (IL-4) or IL-13 during allergic inflammation. (a) Gate represents frequency of
huCD4þ expression within green fluorescent protein-positive (GFPþ ) cells of the indicated cell type harvested from the lung of IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ

mice 8 days after infection with Nippostrongylus brasiliensis (top row). Gate represents the frequency of huCD2þ expression within GFPþ cells
of the indicated cell type harvested from the lung of IL4KN2/4get mice (bottom row). (b) Ratio of the percentage of IL-13-producing cells to IL-4-producing
cells within the indicated cell type 8 days after infection with N. brasiliensis. Line represents the mean ratio within each population. Data are representative
of at least two independent experiments with three to five mice per experimental group.
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stained for intracellular GATA-3 protein 8 days post infection
(Figure 7a). CD4þ T cells were used to normalize the
GATA-3high compartment. As observed previously, CD90þ ,
Iducible T cell costimulator (ICOS)þ NBNT cells contained a
GATA-3high population similar to that achieved by canonical
Th2 CD4þ T cells (Figure 7a).4 Basophils, which do not
express IL-13, exhibited little or no expression of GATA-3
(Figures 6a and 7a). Like basophils, very few iNKT cells fell
within the range of high GATA-3 expression (Figure 7a). Our
data suggest that basophils and iNKT cells are unable to
maintain high GATA-3 expression, and therefore do not
readily produce IL-13. Thus, we hypothesized that a threshold
of GATA-3 expression was required to achieve optimal IL-13
production. To further investigate this hypothesis, we sorted
CD4þ T cells, ILC2 cells, basophils, and iNKT cells from IL44get

mice infected with N. brasiliensis to assess GATA-3 protein by
immunocytochemistry (Figure 7b). CD4þ T cells and ILC2
cells, which produce IL-13 in the lung, were largely replete with
GATA-3 as indicated by robust staining (Figure 7b). In
contrast, GATA-3 staining was greatly reduced in basophils
and iNKT cells, which do not produce IL-13 under these
conditions in vivo.

Ex vivo restimulation is sufficient to artificially drive IL-13
production in iNKT cells

IL-13 is critical for many hallmarks of type-2 inflammation,
however, whether iNKT cell–derived IL-13 is necessary to drive
the pathology associated with type-2 inflammation remains
controversial.15 We believe much of the conflicting data
surrounding IL-13 from iNKT cells may stem from the use
of ex vivo restimulation to assess iNKT function. In essence,
ex vivo restimulation can induce cytokine production in
any cell containing accessible cytokine loci. Consequently,
restimulation may not accurately reflect the true nature of
cytokine production in vivo. As proof of principle, we sorted
GFPþ immune cells from the lung of N. brasiliensis–infected
IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice, and cultured them with or
without phorbyl 12-myristate 13-acetate/ionomycin for 5 h.
CD4þ T cells showed a threefold increase in IL-13 production
after restimulation (Figure 8a). Strikingly, basophils exhibited a
fivefold increase in IL-13 production after restimulation
(Figure 8a). However, not all cells responded alike to
restimulation, as eosinophils expressed no IL-13 protein
even after treatment (Figure 8a). Thus, ex vivo treatment
with phorbyl 12-myristate 13-acetate and ionomycin has

Figure 7 High GATA-3 expression discriminates cells capable of producing interleukin-13 (IL-13) protein in the inflamed lung. (a) GATA-3 expression
as determined by flow cytometry in indicated cell types harvested from the lungs of mice 8 days after infection with Nippostrongylus brasiliensis. Number
in histogram plot and graph represents the percentage of cells present in the GATA-3 high gate. The GATA-3 high gate in each histogram plot was set
relative to GATA-3 high expression in CD4þ T cells for each staining cohort. Values represent the mean±s.e.m. (b) GATA-3 expression as determined
by fluorescence microscopy in viable, green fluorescent protein (GFP)–positive CD4þ T cells, group 2 innate lymphoid (ILC2), basophils, and invariant
natural killer T (iNKT) cells sorted from IL44get mice 8 days after infection with N. brasiliensis. Data are representative of at least two independent
experiments with three to five mice per experimental group.
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differential effects on individual subsets of immune cells.
Important to this discussion, restimulation has the potential to
induce IL-13 expression from cells that rarely secrete IL-13
in vivo, as was shown here for basophils.

When GFPþ iNKT cells from the liver of IL44get/þ

IL13
Smart13/þ

mice were restimulated, we observed a 50-fold
increase in huCD4 (IL-13) expression (Figure 8b). Induced
IL-13 production in restimulated iNKT cells correlated with
increased GATA-3 expression (Figure 8c). iNKT cells that
expressed the highest levels of IL-13 protein contained roughly
twofold more GATA-3 than cells that did not express cytokine
after restimulation (Figure 8c). Thus, the ability of a cell to
rapidly produce cytokine after ex vivo restimulation reflects its

cytokine production potential, however, it may not accurately
reflect actual cytokine production in vivo.

The preferential production of IL-4 over IL-13 by iNKT cells
and their decreased GATA-3 expression in settings of type-2
inflammation suggested that GATA-3 might be regulated
differently in these cells. To address this question, we
investigated GATA-3 expression in lung-resident iNKT cells.
Lung-resident B220 or CD11b-expressing cells served as negative
controls, as these populations do not express detectable levels of
GATA-3. We observed that GATA-3 levels in iNKT cells fell
between levels found in GATA-3high and GATA-3low popula-
tions of CD4þ T cells in the lung (Figure 8d). Importantly,
these findings show a stratification of GATA-3 levels among

Figure 8 Intermediate expression of GATA-3 in invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells is regulated by proteasomal degradation. (a) Representative
contour plots of viable, green fluorescent protein (GFP)–positive CD4þ T cells, eosinophils, and basophils sorted from the lung of IL44get/

þ IL13Smart13/þ mice infected with Nippostrongylus brasiliensis after 5-h in vitro stimulation with or without phorbyl 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) and
ionomycin. Gate represents the percentage of huCD4þ cells within each plot. (b,c) Percentage of huCD4þ (interleukin-13 (IL-13)), b) and mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI) of GATA-3 expression (c) by GFPþ NKT cells sorted from the liver of naive IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice after 5 h of in vitro
PMA and ionomycin stimulation. Gates (b) and bars (c) represent the huCD4-negative (gray), huCD4-intermediate (black), and huCD4-high, foward
scatter (FSC)-low expressing NKT cells (red). (d) Histogram plot of intracellular GATA-3 staining in CD4þ T cells (black), NKT cells (red), and B220þ /
CD11bþ cells (gray; filled) harvested from the lung of IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice 8 days after infection with N. brasiliensis. Graph represents the MFI of
GATA-3 in indicated populations (mean±s.e.m.). (e) Graph represents RT–PCR analysis of the relative expression GATA-3 mRNA in viable, GFP-
positive CD4þ T cells, eosinophils, NKT cells, and basophils sorted from the lung of IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice 8 days after infection with N. brasiliensis
(mean±s.e.m.). (f) Histogram plots and graph showing GATA-3 expression after intracellular staining of in vitro-cultured GFPþ NKT cells sorted from the
spleen of naive IL44get/4get mice cultured in IL-2 with (black; open histogram) or without (gray; closed histogram) 10 mM MG132 for 12 h. Statistical
significance was determined by two-tailed unpaired t-tests where *Po0.05, **Po0.005, and ***Po0.0001. Data are representative of at least two
independent experiments.
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GATA-3-expressing populations. Given that GATA-3intermediate

iNKT cells and GATA-3low CD4þ T cells do not produce
IL-13, we hypothesized that both low and intermediate levels of
GATA-3 expression are insufficient to initiate or maintain IL-13
production in vivo.

Inhibition of proteasome function increases GATA-3
accumulation in iNKT cells

Intermediate expression of GATA-3 appeared to be a
characteristic unique to iNKT cells compared to other
IL-4- and IL-13-producing populations. To understand how
GATA-3 is maintained at an intermediate level in iNKT cells,
we assessed relative levels of GATA-3 mRNA ex vivo.
To do this, we infected IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice with N.
brasiliensis and sorted GFP-expressing CD4þ T cells, eosino-
phils, basophils, and iNKT cells from the lung 8 days after
helminth exposure. As expected, GATA-3 mRNA was highly
expressed in GFPþ CD4þ T cells (Figure 8e). Also consistent
with our previous findings, basophils and eosinophils, which
largely do not produce IL-13, exhibited undetectable levels of
GATA-3 mRNA (Figure 8e). GATA-3 mRNA, like GATA-3
protein, in iNKT cells was intermediate to that expressed by
GFPþ , CD4þ T cells (Figure 8e). This confirms that gata3
transcript is present but reduced in iNKT cells compared to
IL-13-expressing cell types in the lung.

We hypothesized that levels of GATA-3 protein were
regulated by active proteasomal degradation. Degradation
would limit GATA-3-mediated transcription of IL-13 as well as
GATA-3-mediated auto-activation.34 Thus, this mechanism
could account for both reduced GATA-3 protein and mRNA in
iNKT cells. To test this possibility, we isolated GFPþ iNKT cells
from the spleen, and cultured them in the presence or absence
of the proteasome inhibitor MG132. In support of proteasomal
degradation being a key regulator of GATA-3 protein
accumulation in iNKT cells, we observed a significant increase
in GATA-3 protein after 12 h of culture in the presence of
MG132 (Figure 8f). Thus, one potential mechanism by which
iNKT cells could maintain intermediate GATA-3 levels is
by reducing transcription at the gata3 locus. This may be
accomplished, at least in part, by degrading GATA-3 protein
and effectively limiting its availability for auto-activation.
Certainly, ubiquitinases represent likely mediators in this
process as these proteins are known to play an important role in
type-2 inflammation and can influence GATA-3 protein
stability.35–38

DISCUSSION

These studies have revealed important insights with respect to
iNKT cell development in the thymus. Until recently, it was
believed that thymic iNKT cells progressed through a linear
differentiation program. This model inferred that iNKT cells
first achieved IL-4 competency and later gained the ability to
make IFN-gamma.26–28 However, the linear model has been
challenged recently by elegant work showing that iNKT cells
producing IL-4 (referred to as iNKT2 cells) represent a distinct
subset from those producing IFN-gamma (iNKT1 cells) and

IL-17 (iNKT17).24 Important to this conclusion, the authors
showed that thymic iNKT2 cells producing IL-4 protein were
unable to give rise to iNKT1 cells. This finding was interpreted
to suggest that iNKT1 and iNKT17 cells arise independently
from an iNKT2 cell intermediate and therefore would likely not
share a common, type-2 cytokine-competent precursor. Thus, a
lineage-determining model, similar to that used by
CD4þ T-helper cells, was proposed as an alternative to the
classic linear developmental pathway.

To investigate these models and more specifically IL-13
expression during iNKT cell development, we used lineage
tracing to track the fate of all cells that had previously expressed
IL-13. Unexpectedly, these studies showed that virtually all
iNKT cells in the thymus, lung, liver, and spleen of naive mice
exhibited previous IL-13 expression, a result that is highly
correlative with IL-4 mRNA expression. Furthermore, these
IL-13 fate-mapped iNKT cells consisted of iNKT1, iNKT2, and
iNKT17 subsets. This result indicates that committed iNKT1,
iNKT2, and iNKT17 cells share a common intermediate that is
competent for IL-4 and IL-13 expression. The data provided are
consistent with this intermediate arising late in stage 1
of the classical linear differentiation pathway. One potential
mechanism to account for why iNKT1 and iNKT17 cells lose
the ability to generate IL-13 may be through the orchestrated
expression of lineage-determining transcription factors such as
T-box expressed in T cells (T-bet) and RORgt starting in
stage 2. Expression of T-bet or RORgt would promote the
terminal differentiation of iNKT1 and iNKT17 subsets while at
the same time restricting iNKT2 commitment and IL-13
production by blocking GATA-3 expression. In support of
varying levels of GATA-3 affecting cell-fate determination,
analysis of ILC cell subsets show that subtle changes in
GATA-3 levels play a major role in ILC2 (IL-13-expressing)
vs. ILC3 (IL-17-expressing) cell commitment.39 Thus, it is
interesting to speculate that iNKT cell subset commitment
during development may be regulated in a similar manner. In
summary, the identification of a common IL-4/IL-13-compe-
tent precursor helps to unify components of the linear and
lineage diversification models into a general model of iNKT cell
development and lays the foundation to explore the role
of GATA-3 and other lineage-determining factors in iNKT
cell–fate decisions.

The present study also indicates that cytokine regulation by
iNKT cells in tissues undergoing robust type-2 inflammation is
more restricted than previously appreciated. The prevailing
theory argues that IL-4 and IL-13 are co-expressed by immune
cells during type-2 inflammation. This largely stems from work
assessing cytokine production in Th2-cell clones or after in vitro
restimulation of innate immune cells.40–43 Indeed, direct in vivo
assessment confirmed that canonical Th2 cells largely exhibit
coordinate regulation of IL-4 and IL-13, but innate immune
cells, such as basophils and ILC2 cells, showed a distinct
preference for only IL-4 or IL-13, respectively.4 In this study, we
have extended these observations to show that iNKT cells also
exhibit non-coordinate regulation of IL-4 and IL-13, with a
strong preference for IL-4 production.
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Regulation of GATA-3 expression and protein production is
one potential mechanism to explain the differential type-2
cytokine production observed in iNKT cells. Although previous
studies in Th2 cells have shown that the expression of IL-5
and IL-13 have greater dependency on GATA-3 than IL-4,
whether this was true among innate immune cells remained
unclear.44–46 Evidence that GATA-3 is indeed essential for
IL-13 production by innate cells comes from studies showing
that GATA-3 expression is critical for ILC2 development,
function, and IL-13 production.4,47,48 Although GATA-3
expression in iNKT cells was significantly lower than that
found in ILC2 and Th2 cells, consistent with previous findings,
the amount of GATA-3 was significantly higher than that found
in naive CD4þ T cells.49 Thus, it is likely that a threshold of
GATA-3 is needed in order to enter the nucleus in sufficient
quantities to promote both GATA-3-mediated auto-activation
and transcription of il13.34,50 High amounts of GATA-3 protein
would also promote epigenetic changes at the il13 locus. Such
epigenetic changes are critical in order to establish and maintain
IL-13 production in vivo.51 Thus, cells that do not maintain
GATA-3 protein above this critical threshold will preferentially
express IL-4 instead of IL-13. In support of such a model,
previous work has shown that increased intracellular GATA-3
levels resulted in amplified IL-13 production by ILC2 cells as
compared to animals lacking the transgene.52 Furthermore, a
twofold reduction in GATA-3 was shown to completely block IL-
13 production in ILC2 cells after restimulation. Taken together,
these prior studies in ILC2 cells and those presented here for
iNKT cells are consistent with a cell needing to reach a specific
threshold of GATA-3 protein in order to achieve the ability to
prominently produce IL-13 in vivo.4,52 Another parallel between
ILC2 and iNKT2 cells is their ability to respond to the alarmin IL-
25 and produce IL-13.14,23,53,54 Whether IL-25 plays a significant
role in the production of IL-13 in iNKT2 cells remains an
intriguing possibility.

To conclude, in this study we have identified that the
differential expression of IL-4 and IL-13 among various innate
immune cells likely plays an important role in diseases
characterized by type-2 inflammatory responses. As IL-13
drives many of the detrimental hallmarks associated with
type-2 inflammation, treatments designed to ablate IL-13-
producing subsets or inhibit cytokine production specifically
in these populations could be used to ameliorate allergic
inflammation. Blocking IL-13 independently of IL-4 has
shown promise in clinical trials, and the studies described
herein provide a mechanistic framework in which to further
test such targeted therapies.55 Furthermore, these studies
highlight the potential for specifically targeting GATA-3 for
proteasomal degradation in order to reduce IL-13 expression
in immune cells. A greater understanding of such pathways
will likely uncover novel therapeutic options to limit IL-13-
mediated allergic pathology.

METHODS

Mice. IL44get, IL4KN2, IL13Smart13, IL13YetCre13, and RosaYFP mice have
been previously described.4,30,31 For this study, IL44get, IL4KN2/4get, and

IL44get/þ IL13Smart13/þ mice were bred onto the inbred Balb/c genetic
background. The IL13YetCre13 and RosaYFP mice were maintained on
the inbred C57BL/6 genetic background. Mice were maintained in
specific pathogen-free animal facilities in accordance with animal
guidelines established by the Division of Laboratory Animal Resources
(DLAR), Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), and
Duke University Medical Center (DUMC).

Infection. N. brasiliensis was prepared as previously described.56 Mice
were infected with 500 L3 larvae in 200ml phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) subcutaneously in the lower back.

HDM model of asthma. Asthma was induced as previously descri-
bed.33 Briefly, mice were sensitized by intraperitoneal injection with
50 mg D. pteronyssinus in PBS (Greer Laboratories, Lenoir, NC) on
days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. Mice were challenged (intranasal) with
50 mg D. pteronyssinus in PBS on days 25, 26, and 27. Mice were killed
on day 29 for analysis.

Flow cytometry and cell counting. Lungs from naive and infected
mice were harvested on the indicated day and single-cell suspensions
were prepared. Cells were stained with the following antibodies: CD4
(BV605 or PerCP/Cy5.5), B220 (PerCP/Cy5.5), CD11b (PerCP/Cy5.5
or BV605), CD8 (PerCP/Cy5.5), CD3 (PerCP/Cy5.5), GR1 (PerCP/
Cy5.5), TCRb (APC780), CD90 (APC/Cy7), ICOS (PE or APC), DX5
(PE/Cy7), Siglec-F (PE), CD131 (PE), huCD2 (PE or APC), huCD4
(PE or APC), GATA-3 (FITC or PE or PE/Cy7 or eFluor660), T-bet
(PE-Cy7), and PLZF (PE). NKT cells were identified by positive
staining with a-galceramide-loaded CD1d tetramer (PBS57; provided
by the National Institute of Health tetramer core). Lineage negative
gate for ILC2 (CD90þ , ICOSþ ) cell determination consisted as either
CD4� , CD8� , TCRb� , CD11b� , and B220� or CD4� , CD8� ,
CD3� , CD11b� , Ly6C/G� , and B220� . Intracellular staining for
lineage-determining transcription factors PLZF, T-bet, and GATA-3
was performed using Foxp3-staining buffer set (eBioscience,
San Diego, CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Viable cells were identified as 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole,
dihydrochloride negative. Total cell numbers were calculated
using CountBright absolute counting beads (Life Technologies,
Grand Island, NY; C36950) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Immunofluorescence staining of GATA-3. IL44get mice were infected
with N. brasiliensis, and lungs, mediastinal lymph nodes, and spleens
were harvested 8 days after infection. Single-cell suspensions were
prepared and GFPþ CD4þ T cells, ILC2, and basophils were sorted
from the lung. GFPþ CD4þ T cells were sorted from the mediastinal
lymph nodes, and GFPþ NKT cells were sorted from the spleens of
infected mice. Staining for GATA-3 was performed as previously
described.57 All following steps were carried out at room temperature.
Freshly sorted cells were seeded onto poly-L-lysine-coated slides for
30 min; fixed in 2% formaldehyde in PBS for 10 min; and followed by
permeabilization in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 30 min. The fixed
and permeabilized cells were then blocked in 10% goat serum in PBS
for 20 min. The cells were then stained with mouse monoclonal
anti-human GATA-3 IgG1 (HG3-31, Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Dallas, TX) in blocking buffer, for 1 h in the dark. Cells were sub-
sequently stained with goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 555 (Life
Technologies; A21127) for 45 min in the dark, and counterstained with
40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride for 5 min. Images
were obtained using the Zeiss AxioImager fluorescence microscope,
and analyzed using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems Incorporated,
San Jose, CA).

In vitro NKT culture. NKT cells were seeded into U-bottom
96-well plates and cultured with 10 ng ml� 1 IL-2 and 10 mM MG132
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; M7449) for 12 h at 37 1C.

Statistical analysis. Statistical significance was determined by two-
tailed unpaired t-tests where *Po0.05, **Po0.005, and ***Po0.0001.
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